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Billie has a science project coming up. She has to invent something

and she just can't figure out what to do. Besides, she HATES science.
Whatcould she invent? She's just a kid. Suddenly a bumbling wizard
appears, following a magic key. It seems this key showsupatjust

the right momentin history to help inventors in their hour of need.

So begins a journey throughhistory, from the invention of the wheel
to... well, you'll see. Along the way you'll meet Benjamin Franklin,
Alexander Graham Bell and ThomasEdison and hearthe fascinating

stories of the people and events that made someof the world's

great leaps forward. And we'll answerthe questions “Whatis this
key and how do| get one”? cee

So, take one part science, one part history, a lot of fun and a drop

of mystery. Heatit over the flame of your imagination and'‘Eureka,

you've gotit!" The Inventors' Magic Key! 
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 Think like an inventor!

Manyinventors find things that happenin
their daily lives that cause them to think of
some problem in a new way. The inventor
of VELCRO ® thoughtof his invention while

removing burrs from his pet's fur after walking
in the woods. Eli Whitney watched a catpull

feathers through a cage. It caused him to
dream up the invention now known as the
‘cotion gin. Other inventions come about
whentheir inventors try to think of uses for
things - vulcanized rubberfortires came
about that way. Have you heard of "yellow
stickies" (Postlt ®)2 They were the result of a

"failed" adhesive experiment which was too
weak to market, until the Chemist figured out
that a weak adhesive had good usestoo.

You can comeup with a solution for a prob-
lem (or find a problem thatfits your solution!)
by either "turning a problem around"or select-
ing two or more things at random and using

them to "seed" new ideas. What does "turning

a problem around" mean? It means looking at

it from a different angle or thinking aboutit in

a new way. Here's two examples: .

* Example 1 - Instead of thinking of shoes
protecting your feet from the ground,think of using
something to protect the ground from yourfeet.

* Example 2 - Instead of thinking about how you
can carry kumquats homefrom store, think of
how they can comefo you(either by delivery or
growing your own) orif you need kumquats atall.

From “How Did They Think of That” online article
by Mary Bellis, ©2004 About,Inc. a.
http://inventors.about.com/library/inventors/bikidprimerk_6.htm ~ |
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battery - a group of two or more cells connected tog

current. Sometimes also used to describe a single ce

energy to electrical current ;

 

conductor - usually a metallic substance capable of transmitting electricity with

little resistance. The best conductor at normal temperature rangesis silver. The

most common conductoris copper. Some recently discovered substances called

super conductors actually have zero resistance at extremely low temperatures.

current- the flow of electricity, commonly measured in amperes

deductive reasoning - reasoning from the general to the particular

electricity - a form of energy thatis found in nature but that can beartificially

produced by rubbing together two unlike things (as glass and silk), by the action

of chemicals or by means of a generator

experiment - a procedure or operation carried out under controlled conditionsin

order to discover something, to test a hypothesis, or to serve as an example

filament - a wire (as in a light bulb) that is made to glow by the passage of an

electric current

ground - an object that makes an electrical connection with the earth

hypothesis - a proposal intended to explain certain facts or observations

inductive reasoning - reasoning from detailed facts to general principles.

invention - something invented; especially, an original device or process

lightning rod - a metal rod set up on a building or a ship and connected with the

earth or water below to decrease the chances of damagefrom lightning

resistance - the characteristic of materials to oppose the flow of electricity in an

electric circuit

scientific method - the rules and procedures for the pursuit of knowledgeinvolving

the finding and stating of a problem, the collection of facts, through observation

and experiment, and the making and testing of ideas that need to be proven

right or wrong

theory - a general principle or set of principles that explains facts or events of the

natural world



   

 

 

- Theold "twocans anda string” technique(or better yet, "two paper cups and a
string") really does work. Thekeyis to make sure that the string is tight between the
two cups and this normally meansthat the distanceis limited and the two people
have to be connected to each other by a straight line. But as long as the string Is

tight, it works. It’s also a great way to understand how telephones and radio work.

To tryit, take two large paper cups and puncha tiny hole in the center of the
bottom of each with a sewing needle. Take a piece (perhaps 100 feet [30 meters])
of non-stretchable thread or kite string and thread each end through each hole.

Knot or tape the string so it cannot go back through the hole whenthestringis
stretched. Now with two people, have each one take one of the cups and spread

apart until the string is tight. If one of you talks into one of the cups while the other
listens, the second person should be able to hear whatthey say.

Here’s why it works. When one person talks into his/her cup, the bottom of the

cup vibrates back and forth with the sound waves. Imagine the bottom of the cup
moving back andforth very quickly (1,000 times per second or more) with the sound

waves of the speaker's voice. The vibrations travel through the string by pulling the
string back and forth. Therefore, the bottom of the second cup should start to
vibrate back andforth just like the bottom of the first cup is vibrating, producing
sound waves. The second person can hear the sound waves and can therefore

hear whatthefirst person says.

This isn’t much different from how a telephone works, except that electric current

replacesthe string in a telephone.In an old-style telephone, the person speaking
vibrates a metal diaphragm. The diaphragm's vibrations rapidly compress and

uncompress carbon granules, changing their resistance. A current passing through

the granules is strengthened or lessened by the changing resistance. At the other

end, the rapidly changing current runs through a speaker and causesits diaphragm

to vibrate back and forth, so the second person hears the first person speaking.

From the online article "Can two cans and a string

really be used to talk over a distance?" June 27, 2000

http://science.howstuffworks.com/question410.hAtm
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